
West Wales & The Valleys – Action research
Supporting small businesses and community woodland 

groups to generate income from NWFPs

In West Wales & The Valleys we are following community woodland groups and small businesses as they
test the market and start to produce and sell NWFP from their local woods. Our initial research
prioritised four areas with potential for development.

Over the next year, the reflections of the individual groups and particpants will form a picture of the
support that fledgling businesses need in order to develop NWFP-based products. It will help us to tailor
the Startree dissemination materials to maximise impact within the sector and inform future sector
support programmes.

Trees for Bees 

10 Community wodland groups are taking part in a 5 month
training course in beekeeping in woodlands on a small
commercial scale. The course will take them through all
aspects of a beekeeping season, and will be rounded off with
sessions on making added value products. We will chart the

groups’ journey through their first honey harvest.

Woodland inventory toolkit

We will be trailing a woodland inventory toolkit based on ecological site 
classification methods at three woodlands in Wales over the next year, to enable 
woodland owners to map what useful NWFP exist in their woods and what 
potential their sites have as well.  The toolkit will include aspects of social and 
service based uses of woodland.

Native Bluebells 

Vera Bluebells is a small business based in North Wales.  They have been 
harvesting  and selling certified native British bluebells (Hyacinthoides
non-scripta) for seven years.  They wish to expand the business to 
include potted bulbs available year round, and will trial local growing 
mediums to ensure reliable bulb survival and maximise growth.

Useful Fungi & lichens...? 

As well as food, fungi and lichens have a diversity of different uses
across Europe from medicine and soil remediation, dying clothes and
lighting a fire to hat making! Dyfi Woodlands, a woodland co-
operative based in Mid Wales is exploring useful Welsh woodland
fungi and lichens. They will research and trial making products using
locally harvested fungi and lichens.


